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In the past decade, assays that profile different aspects of the epigenome have grown
exponentially in number and variation. However, standard guidelines for researchers
to choose between available tools depending on their needs are lacking. Here, we
introduce a comprehensive collection of the most commonly used bulk and single-cell
epigenomic assays and compare and contrast their strengths and weaknesses.
We summarize some of the most important technical and experimental parameters
that should be considered for making an appropriate decision when designing
epigenomic experiments.
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INTRODUCTION

Epigenomics involves the profiling and analysis of epigenetic marks across the genome. Epigenetic
processes in Eukaryotes generally consist of four major mechanisms: DNA methylation, histone
modifications, chromatin compaction, and nuclear organization. These processes modify local
genome activity without changing the underlying DNA sequences and thus determine cellular
phenotypes by regulating gene expression dynamics (Allis and Jenuwein, 2016). Using epigenetic
processes, gene expression programs are inherited through cell generations. Various molecular
laboratory techniques have been developed over the years for in-depth studying of the epigenome
(DeAngelis et al., 2008; Figure 1).

Some of the most common goals in performing an epigenomic study include: Identification and
functional annotation of regulatory elements in the genome; Understanding the dynamics of gene
expression regulation in various physiological contexts; Understanding cell-cell heterogeneity and
determinants of cell-type specific functions; Characterizing timing of developmental events, gene
expression inheritance, and lineage determination; Understanding mechanisms of diseases with
epigenetic players; and Drug or biomarker discovery for human conditions.
The diversity of epigenomic assays has expanded in the recent years through both adapting
traditional low-throughput techniques, as well as the invention of novel technologies for
epigenome-wide high-throughput experiments (Rivera and Ren, 2013; Wang and Chang, 2018).

Abbreviations: 5mC, 5-methylcytosine; 5hmC, 5-hydroxymethylcytosine; CpG, 5′-Cytosine–phosphate–Guanine-3′;
ChIP, chromatin immunoprecipitation; GpC, 5′-Guanine–phosphate–Cytosine-3′; BS-seq, bisulfite sequencing; Dam,
deoxyadenosine methylase; LAD, lamina associated domains; TAD, topology associated domains; WGBS, whole-genome
bisulfite sequencing; RRBS, reduced representation bisulfite sequencing; 3C, chromosome conformation capture; NGS,
next generation sequencing; FACS, fluorescence-activated cell sorting; FANS, fluorescence-activated nuclei sorting; PBAT,
post-bisulfite adaptor tagging.
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FIGURE 1 | The four major epigenetic layers in Eukaryotic genomes. (A) DNA methylation involves direct chemical addition of a methyl group to certain bases in
DNA. Methods for assessment of genome-wide DNA methylation are broadly categorized into bisulfite conversion-based, affinity enrichment-based, and restriction
enzyme-based techniques. (B) Histones undergo a variety of chemical modifications on their tail domains. Methods for detection of these modifications rely on
antibodies specifically designed to bind modified histone tails for immunoprecipitation with varying levels of resolution. (C) Genomic regions differ with respect to
nucleosome occupancy and accessibility of DNA molecule to proteins. Various methods have been developed that quantify these characteristics across the
genome. (D) Long-range interactions exist between regulatory elements across the genome. To identify and characterize them in a genome-wide fashion, various
methods based on crosslinking and ligation have been developed with varying levels of coverage and specificity (Table 1).

It has thus become increasingly critical to choose the right
type of assay depending on the goals, context, and applications
in mind. Recently, the number of comparative studies
using experimental or simulated data for DNA methylome
(Kacmarczyk et al., 2018; Heiss et al., 2020; Tanić et al.,
2021) and chromatin accessibility assays (Chang et al., 2018;
Gontarz et al., 2020) has increased. However, clear guidelines

that integrate the available information to help researchers
base their choice among the large selection of epigenomic
assays on the most relevant criteria are lacking. In this review,
we aim to provide a comprehensive overview of epigenome
profiling methods and compare their characteristics that are
critical in determining the most appropriate method for a
given application.
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ARRAY-BASED ASSAYS

Several assays have been developed to measure the epigenome-
wide DNA methylation, histone modifications, and chromatin
accessibility using hybridization to pre-designed microarrays.
Array-based methods for DNA methylation are mainly
designed to capture the predominant cytosine modification,
5-methylcytosine (5mC), though certain adaptations have been
used to distinguish 5mC from its oxidation derivatives, such
as 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) (Smith et al., 2019). As
the cost per base of sequencing DNA continues to drop, array-
based methods are going to become obsolete in the near future.
However, given the wealth of the existing DNA methylation array
data available for research purposes today, we briefly summarize
the basics of these technologies in the following as they also serve
as the basis for many newer sequencing-based methods.

Using Restriction Enzymes
Methylation-sensitive restriction enzymes (MSREs) and
methylation-dependent restriction enzymes (MDREs) have
been classically used to analyze the local methylation pattern
of 5′-Cytosine–phosphate–Guanine-3′ (CpG) dinucleotides
in DNA (Oakes et al., 2006). In theory, these methods digest
either only the methylated or only the unmethylated fraction of
their target sites. Following size selection, fragments of interest
can be labeled and hybridized to pre-designed arrays. HpaII
tiny-fragment enrichment by ligation-mediated PCR (HELP)
is a restriction enzyme-based assay in which the HpaII enzyme
(methylation sensitive) and its isoschizomer MspI (methylation
insensitive) are used separately to treat DNA (Khulan et al.,
2006). Other assays similar to HELP that use comparative
approaches between isoschizomers or one MSRE and mock
treatment include methylated CpG island (CGI) amplification
in combination with microarrays (MCAM) (Estecio et al.,
2008), differential methylation hybridization (DMH) (Yan et al.,
2009), and comprehensive high-throughput arrays for relative
methylation (CHARM) (Irizarry et al., 2008).

Using Affinity Enrichment
In restriction enzyme-based approaches, only a small portion
of the methylome can be assayed. An effective alternative
is affinity enrichment of DNA. In this approach, DNA is
first sheared randomly either by sonication or enzymatic
digestion. Antibodies aimed against methylated CpGs are used
to enrich DNA in methylated sequences relative to input control
DNA. The resulting enriched fraction and input control are
differentially labeled and hybridized to an array platform. In the
methylated DNA immunoprecipitation (MeDIP)-chip method,
genomic DNA is sonicated to a size range of 300–1000 bp
and then subjected to immunoprecipitation (IP) using an anti-
5′-methylcytosine monoclonal antibody for comparison with
the input DNA. The two samples are differentially labeled and
hybridized to a CpG array (Weber et al., 2005; Pelizzola et al.,
2008). Methyl binding domain (MBD)-based affinity purification
is an alternative approach that enriches hypermethylated DNA
fragments (Rauch et al., 2009).

Using Bisulfite Conversion
Bisulfite treatment is a chemical reaction that converts
unmethylated cytosines to uracil by deamination while
leaving methylated cytosines unconverted (Clark et al., 1994,
2006). Bisulfite conversion-based approaches offer single CpG
resolution and are considered the gold-standard technique for
DNA methylation assessment as discussed in more detail in
the following sections. However, coupling bisulfite treatment
with array hybridization has been challenging due to the lower
sequence complexity of the converted DNA. The Illumina
GoldenGate BeadArray and Infinium arrays are commercially
available arrays specifically designed and optimized for this
purpose. The most recent Infinium HumanMethylation
BeadChip, HumanMethylationEPIC, measures approximately
850,000 cytosines across the genome.

SEQUENCING-BASED ASSAYS

Using Restriction Enzymes
Restriction endonuclease enzymes have been combined with
sequencing to reduce the total costs of sequencing-based
methylome assays. For example, the original HELP assay has been
improved and coupled with next generation sequencing (NGS)
(Oda et al., 2009). Using two sets of adaptors to amplify fragments
smaller than 200 base pairs (bp) during the ligation mediated
PCR step and coupling HELP output with NGS, it is possible to
analyze 98.5% CGIs in the human genome (Oda et al., 2009).

Using Bisulfite Conversion
Bisulfite sequencing (BS-seq) involves converting all
unmethylated cytosines in the DNA sample to uracil by
deamination, with no effect on methylated cytosines, followed by
sequencing (Hayatsu, 2008). BS-seq is currently considered the
gold-standard single base-resolution assay for DNA methylation.
However, methods that include bisulfite conversion generally
suffer from the following issues: Reduced sequence complexity
due to the conversion of unmethylated cytosines to thymidine
which results in more difficult read alignment; Missing variations
such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) where a
cytosine is converted to a thymidine; Inability to distinguish
between 5mC and 5hmC; and partial digestion of DNA during
bisulfite treatment. Following bisulfite treatment, if sequencing
is performed on the entire DNA sample, it is referred to as
whole-genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS). However, to
increase local sequencing coverage and reduce NGS costs,
sometimes sequencing is only performed on specific target DNA
regions enriched using various methods. One such method
is reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS) that
enriches CpG-rich regions non-specifically (Meissner et al.,
2005). In this method, restriction digestion is combined with
bisulfite conversion and size selection to enrich ∼1–5% of
the genome with high CpG density. A more flexible but also
more costly alternative is targeted sequencing of enriched
genomic regions of interest using custom bisulfite padlock
probes (BSPP) (Diep et al., 2012) or hybridization capture
probes such as Illumina’s TruSeq Methyl Capture EPIC. The
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targeted panel covers approximately 3.34 million CpG sites.
TruSeq EPIC has a significant improvement over EPIC-array
regarding genomic resolution and number of CpGs, however
it suffers from lower precision due to limited coverage per site
for comparable costs with arrays (Heiss et al., 2020). Other
commercially available targeted bisulfite sequencing platforms
also exist with comparable characteristics with the TruSeq
(Tanić et al., 2021). The significant limitations of methods based
on bisulfite conversion remain cost, incomplete conversion,
as well as partial DNA digestion during bisulfite treatment.
However, much optimization and improvement have been
made in recent years to reduce these issues, especially for
treatment of low-input DNA samples such as cell-free DNA
(Worm Orntoft et al., 2017).

In addition to 5mC, other less common cytosine modifications
have been discovered to play important roles in contexts of
development and diseases (Sun et al., 2014). These include 5-
formylcytosine (5fC), 5-carboxylcytosine (5caC), and 5hmC, that
are all oxidation derivatives of 5mC and intermediates in its
demethylation. It is important to note that unlike 5fC and 5caC,
5mC and 5hmC are both resistant to bisulfite conversion and
therefore cannot be distinguished from each other by standard
BS-seq. Some adaptations of the BS-seq protocol that allow
discrimination between 5mC and 5hmC have been developed.
In oxidative BS-seq (OxBS-seq) (Booth et al., 2012), first 5hmC
in genomic DNA is oxidized to 5fC. Unlike 5mC and 5hmC,
5fC is sensitive to deamination by bisulfite; therefore, bisulfite
treatment of the oxidized DNA converts the 5fCs to uracil.
A standard bisulfite procedure is performed in parallel for
identifying both 5mC and 5hmC. By comparing these two
sequencing results, 5hmC presence can be inferred. Another
discriminative approach between 5mC and 5hmC is Ten-eleven
Translocation (Tet) assisted bisulfite sequencing (TAB-seq) (Yu
et al., 2012) in which 5hmC is first glycosylated and thus
protected from oxidation by Tet1. This allows subsequent
oxidation with the Tet enzymes of 5mC followed by bisulfite
treatment, where only 5hmC remains unchanged. The significant
advantage of OxBS-seq over enzymatic approaches such as
TAB-seq is that OxBS-seq does not require highly active Tet
enzymes which can be expensive and are only about 95%
efficient. The major disadvantage of OxBS-seq is that two
sequencing runs are performed and subtracted, thus error
rate and cost are increased. Another method in this family
which makes use of restriction endonuclease coupled with DNA
glycosylation is AbaSI endonuclease digestion coupled with
sequencing (Aba-seq) (Sun et al., 2013). Finally, h-MeDIP-seq
uses immunoprecipitation of DNA fragments containing 5hmC,
followed by sequencing (Tan et al., 2013).

Using Direct Detection During
Sequencing
The development of long-read sequencing by the Pacific
Biosciences (PacBio) platform allows for detecting DNA
modifications including cytosine and the less well characterized
N6-adenine methylation (Xiao et al., 2018), directly during
sequencing (Yang and Scott, 2017). Single-Molecule Real-Time

(SMRT) sequencing enables the analysis of real-time DNA
polymerase kinetics for inference of DNA base modifications
(Tse et al., 2021). This technology can detect DNA polymerase
kinetics changes due to base modifications such as methylation
(Flusberg et al., 2010). Another unique sequencing technology
with the power of discriminating methylated and unmethylated
cytosines is the nanopore sequencing (Simpson et al., 2017). This
sequencer generates electrical signal that can be analyzed
to determine methylation states without any chemical
treatments. The main advantage of these methods is that
they obviate the need for high levels of input DNA unlike
bisulfite-based alternatives.

Using Affinity Enrichment
Another alternative to bisulfite conversion-based determination
of DNA methylation state is protein facilitated enrichment.
Enrichment of methylated DNA is possible with anti-
methylcytosine binding proteins (MBD) or antibodies against
5mC (MeDIP), followed by sequencing. Alignment of reads
elucidates peak regions with higher DNA methylation than the
genome-wide background. This method’s main limitation is
coverage of only methylated sites and imperfect specificity of
antibodies. MBD methods [like MIRA-seq (Jung et al., 2015)]
are more powerful in enrichment of CGIs, while MeDIP-seq
better enriches regions with low CpG density (Harris et al.,
2010). Both affinity enrichment methods lack single-base
resolution and are sensitive to CpG density, fragment size, and
efficiency of enrichment.

Affinity-based methods are also highly popular for
assaying layers of the epigenome other than the DNA
methylome. A popular technique used to analyze DNA-
protein interactions including histone modifications relies on
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) (Milne et al., 2009).
This method takes advantage of antibodies with specific binding
affinity to histone modification of interests. The pull-down of
chromatin fragments attached to these antibodies allows for
the separation of genomic regions harboring the mark from
those lacking it. The primary method for epigenome-wide
assessment of histone marks is ChIP followed by sequencing
(ChIP-seq). As the name suggests, this method relies on the
vast number of histone-mark-specific commercially available
antibodies. Determining the positions of peaks in sequencing
coverage informs of the epigenetic state of the underlying
genomic position. ChIP-exo is a modification of ChIP-seq that
allows higher resolution of binding sites, from hundreds of base
pairs in ChIP-seq to a single base resolution. It takes advantage
of exonucleases to digest the protein-bound DNA upto a few
base pairs that are directly bound to the histone modification
of interest (Rhee and Pugh, 2012). ChIP-nexus, is an improved
version of ChIP-exo that incorporates a more efficient library
preparation method through intramolecular ligation, though it
is more costly (He et al., 2015). Finally, ChIPmentation (Schmidl
et al., 2015) is a technique that performs tagmentation with Tn5
transposase directly on ChIP fragments, followed by sequencing,
lowering cost and input requirements of standard ChIP-seq.

An alternative method for histone profiling that has
recently gained popularity due to lower input requirements is
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Cleavage Under Targets & Release Using Nuclease (CUT&RUN)
(Skene and Henikoff, 2017). This method, starts by targeting
DNA-bound protein of interest in isolated nuclei using specific
antibodies, followed by treatment with micrococcal nuclease
conjugated with protein A (MNase-pA). After attachment of the
antibody to the target protein in intact cells, MNase cuts off
the DNA to which the protein is bound, releasing these short
DNA fragments for subsequent sequencing. Cleavage Under
Targets and Tagmentation (CUT&Tag) addresses some of the
shortcomings of CUT&RUN, such as DNA loss owing to MNase
fragmentation, through utilization of a Tn5 transposase-Protein
A (pA-Tn5) fusion protein loaded with sequencing adapters
(Kaya-Okur et al., 2019).

IP-based methods are limited by reliance on antibodies.
An alternative is a technique based on the expression of a
fusion protein consisting of the Escherichia coli deoxyadenosine
methylase (Dam) and the protein of interest (in this case,
histone readers or modifiers) called DamID (Greil et al., 2006).
This allows Dam to methylate DNA on adenine residues in
GATC sequences close to the protein of interest’s binding
sites, therefore it is limited by GATC sequence occurrences.
Following methylation, enrichment by restriction digestion and
sequencing are performed using various protocols (Aughey et al.,
2019). The main limitations of DamID based methods are the
need for transgenic cells and high background due to off-
target methylation.

Using Open-Chromatin Digestion
Another family of epigenomic experiments focus on determining
the compactness of different genomic regions, regardless of
the chemical nature of epigenetic marks. These approaches
quantify nucleosome positioning and chromatin accessibility
using various molecular techniques. The first of these methods
to be developed were DNase I hyper-sensitive sites sequencing
(DNase-seq) (Boyle et al., 2008; Song and Crawford, 2010) and
micrococcal nuclease digestion with deep sequencing (MNase-
seq) (Schones et al., 2008). Both of these methods make use
of endonuclease enzymes to fragment DNA in regions not
occupied by histones and other proteins. Following size selection
and sequencing of fragmented DNA, nucleosome positions are
inferred. DNase-seq mainly enriches open chromatin regions that
exhibit hypersensitivity to degradation by DNase I, thus directly
determining regulatory regions (promoter and enhancers),
while MNase-seq allows indirect inference of gene regulatory
regions from nucleosome occupancy. Formaldehyde-assisted
identification of regulatory elements followed by sequencing
(FAIRE-seq) is another similar assay that takes advantage of
the fact that genomic DNA within open chromatin regions
is particularly sensitive to shearing by sonication (Giresi
et al., 2007). Assay for Transposase-accessible chromatin using
sequencing (ATAC-seq) is the most recent chromatin accessibility
assay developed. This method uses the Tn5 transposase in
the NGS library preparation step (Buenrostro et al., 2015a).
A hyperactive mutant Tn5 transposase inserts sequencing
adapters into open regions of the genome (tagmentation). The
tagged DNA fragments are then purified, PCR-amplified, and
sequenced by NGS. The use of tagmentation largely reduces

the number of input DNA needed and makes ATAC-seq
the fastest and most sensitive of the available assays. It is
important to note that the ATAC-seq method is associated
with some technical limitations that can introduce bias. For
example, some bound chromatin regions might open and become
tagged during sample processing. Furthermore, fragments tagged
by adaptors without the correct orientation and appropriate
spacing required for amplification are lost during PCR.
Potentially high proportions of mitochondrial fragments due
to lack of chromatin packaging and variable nuclei preparation
qualities are among other confounding factors for an ATAC-
seq library (Orchard et al., 2020). Nonetheless, the low input
material requirement, in situ library preparation, and time
efficiency of ATAC-seq make it the current gold-standard in
the field (Table 1).

Using Chromatin Conformation Capture
Distant chromatin regions from different chromosomes
interact with one another, and this three-dimensional nuclear
organization is important for all nuclear processes, including
replication, repair, and gene expression (van Steensel and
Belmont, 2017). Nuclear territories including lamina associated
domains (LAD) and topology associated domains (TAD)
allow for spatial regulation of gene expression. Detailed
characterization of the boundaries of these domains and
long-range chromosome interactions within them is possible
through chromatin conformation capture (3C)-based methods.
These methods rely on cross-linking and ligating physically
interacting chromosomal regions. Proteins are first cross-linked
to associated DNA and to themselves followed by restriction
digestion. This generates fragments, including cross-linked
genomic regions close together in the three-dimensional nuclear
space but on different chromosomes or thousands of base pairs
away in the linear genome sequence. Next, proximity ligation
is used to connect the ends of DNA fragments previously
cross-linked through their associated proteins. Next, the cross-
linking is reversed, resulting in linear DNA fragments. Various
methods can then be applied downstream for characterization
of interacting domains from different chromosomes. Hi-C
is the genome-wide version of 3C that uses NGS for high-
throughput quantification of all chromatin interactions (van
Berkum et al., 2010). Ligation products between distant regions
are enriched and then subject to deep paired-end sequencing.
This generates sequencing reads from both ends of fragments,
and for ligated fragments, the two reads map to different
regions in the genome (Figure 1). Methods such as chromatin
interaction analysis by paired-end tag sequencing (ChIA-PET)
(Fullwood et al., 2009) and HiChIP (Mumbach et al., 2016)
combine HiC with ChIP. These methods are thus protein
centric and start by pulling down chromatin associated with
a protein of interest. HiChIP methods such as proximity
ligation-assisted ChIP-seq (PLAC-seq) (Fang et al., 2016) achieve
higher accuracy and efficiency compared with ChIA-PET by
performing cross-linking, restriction digest, biotinylation, and
ligation steps all within the nucleus, prior to sonication and
immunoprecipitation.
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TABLE 1 | Comparison of methods for epigenome analysis on bulk samples.

Method Procedure Coverage of Genome Required Starting Material Cost

Methods for DNA Methylation

Infinium–
HumanMethylationEPICBeadChip
array

Bisulfite Conversion ∼850,000 CpG sites 250 ng–1 µg $260–$300/sample

MeDIP-seq Affinity Enrichment ∼25,000 CpG 500 ng ∼$232/sample for library
prep ∼$200/sample for
sequencing∗

RRBS Bisulfite Conversion ∼60% of promoters,
85% of CGI (∼1.5 million
CpGs)

2.5–75 ng
depending on
protocol

∼$200/sample for library
prep ∼$200/sample for
sequencing∗

TruSeq Methyl Capture EPIC Bisulfite Conversion >3.3 million CpG 500 ng $270–$300/sample for
library prep
∼$150/sample for
sequencing∗

WGBS Bisulfite Conversion All CpG sites
(28,163,863)

∼25 ng ∼$225/sample for library
prep ∼$1600/sample for
sequencing∗

Methods for DNA Methylation

DNase-seq Open-chromatin digestion higher sensitivity toward
promoters over other
regions

∼6–300 µg ∼$200/sample for
sequencing∗

FAIRE-seq Open-chromatin fragmentation higher coverage at
enhancer regions over
promoter regions

∼6–300 µg ∼$200/sample for
sequencing∗

ATAC-seq Open-chromatin tagmentation Open chromatin regions ∼30 µg ∼$199/sample for library
prep ∼$200/sample for
sequencing∗

Methods for Histone Modification

ChIP-seq Chromatin immunoprecipitation Varies based on
experiment

∼6–120 µg ∼$155/sample for library
prep ∼$120/sample for
sequencing∗

ChIP-exo Chromatin immunoprecipitation Varies based on experiment ∼60–180 µg ∼$200/sample for library
prep
∼$120/sample for
sequencing∗

ChIPmentation Chromatin immunoprecipitation
with tagmentation

Varies based on experiment ∼6–60 µg ∼$90/sample for library
prep

CUT&RUN Chromatin Immuno-Cleavage Varies based on
experiment

∼0.06–3 µg ∼$23/sample for library
prep ∼20$ for sequencing∗

DamID-seq Affinity Enrichment Varies based on
experiment

∼2.5 µg variable

Methods for Nuclear Organization

Hi-C Chromosome Conformation
Capture and sequencing

genome-wide ∼150 µg ∼$3000/sample for library
prep and sequencing∗

ChIA-PET ChIP and Chromosome
Conformation Capture sequencing

Varies based on experiment >600 µg ∼$1700/sample for
library prep and
sequencing∗ (long read
ChIA-PET)

HiChIP ChIP and Chromosome
Conformation Capture sequencing

Varies based on experiment 3–6 µg ∼$493 for enrichment kit
∼$35 for Illumina library
prep
∼$400–1600 for
sequencing∗

*Sequencing cost estimates are based on Illumina NovaSeq 6000 (SP) 300 Cycle Sequencing.
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MULTI-OMICS ASSAYS

Studying each of the layers in the epigenome, namely the
DNA methylome, histone marks, chromatin accessibility,
and interaction domains separately, provides independent
information regarding the dynamics and variation of gene
expression by each of these processes. However, direct
inference of function or phenotype from these data proves
to be complicated. For instance, an increase in DNA methylation
can lead to over- or under-expression of corresponding
genes depending on the chromatin context (Wagner et al.,
2014). Therefore, integrating multiple layers of epigenomic
data harboring complementary information has been
insightful in understanding chromatin function and gene
expression regulation.

Several methods have been developed for simultaneous
profiling of multiple epigenomic layers across the genome in
recent years. For instance, nucleosome occupancy methylome
sequencing (NOME-seq) can measure DNA methylation and
chromatin accessibility in the same sample at once (Kelly et al.,
2012). This approach takes advantage of the methyltransferase
enzyme M.CviPI that methylates 5′-Guanine–phosphate–
Cytosine-3′ (GpC) sites in nucleosomes-free regions. Followed
by bisulfite conversion and whole-genome sequencing, the results
can then provide a footprint of nucleosome positioning and DNA
methylation in one assay. Another method named EpiMethylTag
combines bisulfite conversion with ATAC-seq or ChIP-seq
(M-ATAC or M-ChIP, respectively) (Lhoumaud et al., 2019).
This allows for simultaneous examination of methylation and
accessibility/histone modification on the same DNA molecules.
ATAC-Me, is another method similar to EpiMethylTag that
combines ATAC-seq and BS-seq (Barnett et al., 2020). Compared
with NOMe-seq, ATAC-based methods are not limited by the
GpC dinucleotide frequency of loci (Klemm et al., 2019). A wide
range of such integrative multi-level epigenome-wide assays
have been introduced, and rapid advancements are being made
in optimizing them in terms of costs, required input DNA,
coverage representation among other factors.

Multi-omic assays are attractive in general for elucidating the
dynamics and interactions between molecular mechanisms in
the cell. Particularly, the field of epigenomics can benefit from
such studies since the relationship between various layers of
the epigenome are not fully characterized and understood yet.
The downside remains lower throughput of multi-omic methods
compared to single assays. Therefore, for applications where high
quality and high depth data on a particular epigenomic layer is
required, single-omic assays still take priority.

SINGLE-CELL ASSAYS

Single-cell (sc-) omics assays have advanced significantly in the
past decade, empowering researchers to tackle problems such as
cell-cell heterogeneity and rare cell population characterization.
Studying the epigenome in such contexts with classical bulk
methods is not feasible due to lack of resolution and
the requirement for high starting material. In recent years,

researchers have taken advantage of advancements in single-
cell sequencing technologies toward developing high-resolution
epigenomic assays at the level of individual cells (Lo and Zhou,
2018). Integrative multi-omic approaches at the single-cell level
have also been developed for multiple layers of the epigenome
that provide functional insights about the interaction between
them in a given cell (Kelsey et al., 2017). The main challenges
with sc-epigenomic assays remain high variability, low coverage
per cell, limited throughput (total number of cells analyzed from
a sample), and high costs (Table 2). Among different single-
cell epigenomic approaches, the choice mainly depends on two
parameters: throughput (total number of cells) and depth per
cell (Figure 2).

Single-cell epigenomic assays can be broadly divided into three
categories (Figure 2): methods that isolate and compartmentalize
single cells using various techniques reviewed previously (Hu P.
et al., 2016), methods that use droplet barcoding (Rotem
et al., 2015), and methods that use combinatorial barcoding on
single-nuclei (Cusanovich et al., 2015). In general, methods that
lyse single cells require dissociation of tissues into suspensions,
have higher noise levels due to single cell amplification bias,
and are more costly and labor intensive, thus offering lower
throughput but higher depth per cell. Droplet barcoding methods
offer improvements regarding bias, throughput, and cost through
performing the single-cell lysis in individual droplets in one step
rather than separate reaction volumes. Finally, combinatorial
barcoding offers even higher throughput by using barcode
combinations, and also bypasses the cell suspension requirement
by working on isolated nuclei which are readily obtainable even
from preserved tissue samples and tissue that are generally
difficult to dissociate. In the following, we will compare some
of the established methods and provide an overview of their
advantages and disadvantages (Table 2).

Single-Cell DNA Methylation Assays
Single-cell assessment of the epigenome became first and
most readily available for DNA methylation as the closest
to the previously established sc-genomic assays and the
most convenient epigenomic layer to evaluate using bisulfite
conversion. However, BS-seq at single-cell level requires methods
for library preparation to mitigate the issue of DNA loss
during bisulfite treatment. Sc-RRBS employs sequence-specific
fragmentation on genomic DNA using one or more restriction
enzymes followed by bisulfite sequencing (Guo et al., 2013).
To prevent DNA loss, all DNA processing steps prior to PCR
amplification occur in a single tube. Alternatively, post-bisulfite
adaptor tagging (PBAT) avoids the bisulfite-induced loss of
sequencing libraries by performing adapter tagging and two
rounds of random primer extension after bisulfite treatment
(Miura et al., 2012). In scBS-seq, a protocol similar to PBAT is
used in which after cell separation and lysis, bisulfite treatment
is done to simultaneously fragment and convert cytosines in
cellular DNA, followed by random priming and extension
(Smallwood et al., 2014).

Recent advances have facilitated high-throughput methylome
profiling in single cells by combinatorial indexing. Single-
cell combinatorial indexing for methylation analysis (sci-MET)
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TABLE 2 | Comparison of single-cell epigenomic methods.

Method Advantages Disadvantages

Methods for Single-cell DNA Methylation

scRBBS-seq High coverage of the CpG islands Low coverage of genome-wide sparse CpGs

scPBAT High genome-wide CpG coverage; Low input requirement Adaptor ligation bias

scCGI-seq High coverage and consistency in CpG islands profiling Low coverage of genome-wide sparse CpGs,
Low-throughput

sci-MET High-throughput and high alignment efficiency Low coverage per cell

Methods for Single-cell Chromatin Accessibility

sci-ATAC-seq High-throughput Low coverage per cell

scATAC-seq (droplet-based) High coverage of reads (in comparison with sci-ATAC-seq) Low-throughput

scDNase-seq High-sequencing resolution Low throughput and mapping efficiency

Methods for Single-cell Histone Modifications

scCHIP-seq High-throughput Low coverage per cell

scDam-ID No target-specific antibody required, suitable for
identification of loose or indirect associations

Resolution limited by the frequency of methylation
sites

scChIC-seq High number of obtained unique reads per cell Low throughput

scCUT&TAG Cost-effective, High-throughput Low number of unique reads

CoBATCH High throughput, High number of obtained unique reads
with low background

Unsuitable for repressive marks detection;
non-specific cleavage of accessible regions

ACT-seq High throughput, Simple workflow Low number of unique reads; non-specific cleavage
of accessible regions

scCHIL-seq Low background Time-consuming and complex workflow

Methods for Single-cell Nuclear Organization

scHi-C High coverage per cell Low-throughput

sciHi-C High-throughput Low depth per cell

Methods for Single-cell Multi-omics

scM&T-seq High genome-wide CpG coverage Medium throughput

scMT-seq High coverage of the CpG islands Low throughput, Low coverage of genome-wide
sparse CpGs

scCOOL-seq High coverage of the CpG islands and promoter regions Low GCH coverage, high sequencing depth
needed

iscCOOL-seq Improved throughput and mapping efficiency Low GCH coverage, high sequencing depth
needed

scNMT-seq Medium throughput Low coverage of genome-wide CpGs

Methyl-HiC Able to identify cell-type specific chromatin interactions Low-throughput

sn-m3C-seq Higher mapping efficiency than scNMT; cell-cell
differences in chromatin conformation are hard to detect

Low throughput

employs fluorescence-activated nuclei sorting (FANS) for nuclei
isolation and Tn5 tagmentation and PCR for combinatorial
indexing of single-cells, followed by NGS (Mulqueen et al.,
2018). Single-cell CGI methylation sequencing (scCGI-seq)
is a novel bisulfite-independent approach that incorporates
MSRE digestion and multiple displacement amplification (MDA)
for methyl-CGI detection (Han et al., 2017). MDA is a
commonly used isothermal whole-genome amplification method
that reduces the PCR-associated amplification bias (Dean et al.,
2002). ScCGI-seq has been shown to obtain a high single-cell
coverage (>70% of all CGIs) (Han et al., 2017). A number of
single-cell methylation assays have also been developed with the
ability of distinguishing common derivatives of 5mC such as 5fC
and 5hmC (Zhu et al., 2017).

Single-Cell Histone Modifications Assays
Two primary methods for assessing histone modifications in
single cells exist: Drop-ChIP/scChIP-seq (Rotem et al., 2015)

and scDamID (Kind et al., 2015). In scChIP-seq, single-cells
are first separated into droplets containing lysis buffer and
micrococcal nuclease (MNase) and then barcoded prior to
the immunoprecipitation step. This increases the efficiency
of the pull-down step and therefore reduces the background
noise. Single-cell DNA adenine methyltransferase identification
(scDamID) is designed to map DNA-protein associations using
DamID in single-cells isolated by fluorescence-activated cell
sorting (FACS) (de Luca and Kind, 2021).

The CUT&RUN methodology has also been adapted for
histone profiling by single-cell chromatin immune-cleavage
sequencing technique (scChIC-seq) (Ku et al., 2019; Bartosovic
et al., 2021). In scChIC-seq, both target and non-target DNA
fragments are retrieved and ligated to adaptors to reduce
DNA loss during library construction, but target fragments are
selectively amplified during subsequent PCR. Also, Similar to
CUT&TAG (Kaya-Okur et al., 2019), several other antibody-
directed transposase-mediated methods such as combinatorial
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FIGURE 2 | The general categorization of single cell epigenomic assays. (A) Methods that start by dissociating cells in a sample into a single-cell suspension
followed by lysis of individual cells in physically separated compartments/reactions, reach high depth of information per cell, but are laborious and expensive and
thus offer limited throughput. (B) Droplet based methods allow single-cell identification using barcoding without the need for physical compartmentalization of
individual cells, and thus reduce cost and increase throughput. (C) Methods that use combinatorial barcoding on isolated nuclei offer many advantages including
higher throughput, albeit in the expense of depth of information per individual cell.

barcoding and targeted chromatin release (COBATCH)
(Wang et al., 2019), antibody-guided chromatin tagmentation
sequencing (ACT-seq) (Carter et al., 2019), and single-cell
chromatin integration labeling sequencing (scChIL-seq) (Harada
et al., 2019) have been developed to profile protein–DNA
interactions across the genome in single cells.

Single-Cell Chromatin Accessibility
Assays
Both DNase-seq and MNase-seq have been modified to
allow single-cell resolution profiling on FACS-isolated cells,
namely scDNase-seq (Jin et al., 2015) and scMNase-seq
(Small et al., 2014).

Single-cell ATAC-seq has also been developed using two
approaches: cell-isolation based (Buenrostro et al., 2015b) and
combinatorial indexing based (Cusanovich et al., 2015). These
methods are compared in Table 2.

Single-Cell Nuclear Organization Assays
Conventional Hi-C protocol has been modified to create
single-cell Hi-C (scHi-C), a technique that can determine
chromosomal conformation in individual nuclei (Nagano et al.,
2013). In contrast to bulk Hi-C protocol, the ligation step is
performed in nuclei before nuclear lysis, followed by single-
cell isolation. By combining combinatorial cellular indexing
with scHi-C, a method named single-cell combinatorial indexed
Hi-C (sciHi-C) has been introduced to determine genome-wide
chromatin interaction in tens of thousands of individual cells
(Ramani et al., 2017).

Single-Cell Multi-Omics Approaches
Multi-omics technologies quantify several types of molecules on
the same molecule and allow for a multi-layer exploration of cell
identity (Zhu et al., 2020). Many of them have been adapted to
single-cell resolution. Various methods simultaneously measure
DNA methylome and the transcriptome (Angermueller et al.,
2016; Hou et al., 2016; Hu Y. et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2019),
chromatin accessibility and the transcriptome (Cao et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2019), or chromatin accessibility,
the transcriptome, and cell surface epitopes (Swanson et al.,
2021) at single-cell resolution, which are rapidly advancing in
scope and performance. Here, we only focus on techniques for
simultaneous measurement of multiple epigenomic layers and
provide an overview of them.

The NOMe-seq method has been adapted to single-cell level
to determine the chromatin accessibility and DNA methylome
of single cells in heterogeneous populations (Pott, 2017).
A similar technique called single-cell chromatin overall
omic-scale landscape sequencing (scCOOL-seq) was proposed
for the simultaneous and parallel measurement of chromatin
accessibility, DNA methylation, and copy number variation
in single cells by combining scBS-seq with scNOMe-seq (Guo
et al., 2017). Recently, improved-scCOOL-seq (iscCOOL-seq)
technique has been proposed, which employs single-cell tailing
and ligation-free (TAILS) approach to simplify methylome
library preparation and increase the mapping efficiency from 22
to 62% (Gu et al., 2019).

Single-cell nucleosome, methylation, and transcription
sequencing (scNMT-seq) enables the parallel profiling of
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chromatin accessibility, DNA methylome, and transcriptome
by incorporating scM&T-seq (Smart-seq2 and scBS-seq) and
scNOMe-seq (Clark et al., 2018). Methyl-HiC allows for
simultaneous profiling of the chromosome conformation and
DNA methylome in single cells by performing in situ HiC
followed by BS-seq (Li et al., 2019). Recently, single-nucleus
methyl-3C sequencing (sn-m3C-seq) has been developed to
capture chromatin conformation and methylome from the same
cell. To perform sn-m3C-seq, a standard in situ 3C experiment is
first carried out, followed by nuclei sorting, bisulfite conversion,
and sequencing (Lee et al., 2019).

Spatial Epigenomic Approaches
All of the techniques discussed above start by dissociating
tissue samples and therefore losing information about the spatial
organization of single cells within tissues in vivo. Although
these assays are currently the most widely used in the field,
an independent category of methods under spatial assays that
preserve the cell-cell organization in original tissue contexts
have emerged and gained popularity (Stahl et al., 2016; Larsson
et al., 2021). In this category, epigenome-wide profiling of
histone modifications in tissues has recently been proposed
and named high-spatial-resolution chromatin modification state
profiling by sequencing (hsrChST-seq) (Deng et al., 2021). By
combining in-tissue CUT&TAG with combinatorial barcoding
and fluorescence imaging, this NGS-based technique offers the
first spatially resolved single-cell epigenome profiles which shed
new insights onto tissue function and organization.

CONCLUSION

The activity of different regions of the genome is fine-
tuned through epigenetic processes. This is achieved through
superimposed layers of chromatin organization such as DNA
methylation, chromatin accessibility, histone modifications, and
nuclear organization. In this section, we provide a comparative
guide for assay selection among the vast number of epigenomic
assays developed to date (Table 1).

For DNA Methylation Analysis
The main parameters affecting a reasonable choice among
the existing methylome assays include assay requirements
and convenience, coverage of the genome, resolution, amount
and quality of the required starting material, time to results,
and throughput which together determine the feasibility and
costs associated with different approaches. Affinity enrichment
techniques like MeDIP and MBD based methods have the
advantage of lower cost and are less labor intensive in
comparison to bisulfite conversion based assays, but have lower
resolution as they cannot capture DNA methylation at single
nucleotide (Singer, 2019). The choice between variations of
bisulfite treatment-based methods is mainly dependent on the
biological purpose of the assay. While WGBS is the most
informative and comprehensive method, it is most suitable for
discovery and annotation purposes while being cost-prohibitive
for high-throughput experiments (large sample size). In many

contexts such as differential methylation analysis for disease
biomarker selection, it is not necessary to cover the entire
genome and one can focus on CpG-rich regulatory elements
where methylation markers are more likely to be located.
Alternatively, targeted techniques like methylation arrays and
targeted bisulfite sequencing are popular as they reduce costs
and increase throughput significantly. The Infinium array is
more affordable with simpler lab protocols and data analysis,
however RRBS is preferred when there is interest in CpGs
outside of the Infinium target list. Targeted techniques also
allow for multiplexing of samples for NGS by reducing
library size in comparison to WGBS. This also helps decrease
batch effect and increase statistical power in high-throughput
experiments. While RRBS is less costly than target enrichment
methods using customizable probes, it lacks their specificity
and flexibility in the choice of target regions. Finally, in
contexts such as developmental studies where there is interest in
distinguishing 5mC from its oxidation derivatives, assays such as
OxBS-seq and Tet-assisted bisulfite sequencing (TAB-seq) are the
methods of choice.

For Chromatin Accessibility
Due to the nature of DNase-seq and FAIRE-seq, they
preferentially cover promoters and enhancers, respectively.
Generally, of the three main assays for capturing chromatin
accessibility, ATAC-seq is the most accurate, offers a protocol
that is fast and simple, and requires lower number of input
cells (thousands in comparison to millions). Furthermore, it is a
versatile and flexible method since it does not require sonication,
size selection, phenol-chloroform extraction, or antibodies and
thus can be adapted to various research questions. ATAC-seq
offers similar sensitivity and specificity when compared to
DNase-seq, and superior performance characteristics compared
to FAIRE-seq and therefore it has become the preferred method
of choice for chromatin accessibility assays.

For Histone Modifications
Most approaches for the detection of histone modifications at
the epigenome level rely on immunoprecipitation. ChIP-seq
is a popular method for detection of histone modifications
which despite higher cost outperforms the previously common
technique, ChIP-chip, by providing better single base resolution,
more signal to noise ratio, and narrow peak detection. However,
ChIP-seq has its own limitations (Park, 2009). It needs a large
amount of starting material and the sensitivity is dependent
on the quality of the antibodies. A newer version named
ChIPmentation, uses tagmentation (as in ATAC-seq) which
reduces the required amount of cells by a factor of 100.
CUT&TAG is an antibody-based alternative that obviates the
need for high levels of input material. DamID-chip and
DamID-seq are alternatives that do not require antibodies
or high input DNA (Wu et al., 2016), but the limitation
is the need for recombinant fusion proteins and therefore
DamID-based methods are still less widely used compared to
ChIP-based methods (Table 1).
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For Nuclear Organization
The main assays for nuclear organization analysis and Hi-C
and ChIA-PET. Hi-C has the advantage of genome-wide
profiling while losing the sensitivity of capturing details of
specific protein interactions. To capture this information Hi-C
must be performed with very high sequencing depth which
is cost-prohibitive. ChIA-PET on the other hand, provides a
protein-centric view so one must start with a protein of interest
such as a specific transcription factor, and obtain the data
regarding its interactions throughout the genome. However,
ChIA-PET suffers from low sensitivity. These approaches are
compared in Table 1.

Discussion
The expansion in diversity of epigenomic assays has provided
researchers with an unprecedent suite of methods for various
applications. These epigenomic assays vary in terms of resolution,
cost and availability of equipment and reagents, coverage, and
data analysis. The large selection makes it ever more challenging
to make the optimal choice for a study. Thus, standard
guidelines are required to aid researchers in choosing the best
practices depending on the context of their research and their
access to equipment. Here, we tried to take one step toward
this goal by focusing on some of the most popular epigenomic
assays currently in use and providing comparative assessment
of their characteristics. However, a very important aspect of this
comparison that we did not cover here is the data analysis stage.
As different epigenomic assays produce incredibly different types
and volumes of data, analysis pipelines and their challenges vary
significantly between them.

For the development of reliable best practices guidelines,
direct and side-by-side comparisons of epigenomic assays, such
as previous comparative studies (Harris et al., 2010; Chang
et al., 2018; Kacmarczyk et al., 2018; Gontarz et al., 2020;
Heiss et al., 2020; Tanić et al., 2021) are required. Additional
analyses are called for to clearly elucidate advantages and
disadvantages of each of the methods in a comprehensive
manner, perhaps in community efforts in the future. Especially
with the rapid expansion of single-cell and multi-omic
assays, careful consideration of the most informative and
accurate method of choice for a given application has become
a difficult task.

Single-cell assays are becoming the routine in many areas
where there is interest in the epigenome. The cell-level resolution
of these approaches offers not only new insights about cell-cell
interactions, cellular heterogeneity, and cellular sub-populations,
but also provides a means for studying rare cell populations such
as early stages in development. Single-cell assays can also prove
useful in contexts where starting DNA material in limited such

as liquid biopsy (Rossi and Zamarchi, 2019). Circulating cancer
cells (CTCs) and circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) are present in
the bodily fluids of cancer patients and can serve as diagnostic
markers. Epigenomic markers in liquid biopsy have recently
been investigated and been proven very informative for diagnosis
(Liu et al., 2020). Due to low level of genetic material from
tumors in bodily fluids, sensitive methods are key to increasing
detection accuracy. Single-cell transcriptomic assays have already
been utilized in liquid biopsy studies (Lim et al., 2019). Extending
the applications of sc-epigenomic methods to CTCs can thus be
instrumental in advancing our understanding of the epigenomic
layers and their biomarker potentials by liquid biopsy. Finally,
advancements in spatial epigenomics can add a new dimension
to the cell-to-cell regulatory relationships in the context of
tissues in the future. Single cell technologies, though rapidly
advancing, have yet to become comparable with bulk epigenomic
assays in terms of optimization and standardization of both the
experimental and data analysis practices. Therefore, depending
on the purpose of a study, it may not always be preferential
to perform an assay at the single-cell level and one has to
carefully weigh the advantages and disadvantages depending
on the context. The additional experimental complications and
increased noise in the data are worth dealing with when tissue
composition, cell type heterogeneity, and cell-cell interactions
are the crucial goals of a research. Furthermore, in contexts
such as studying rare cell populations e.g., metastatic cells in
liquid biopsy, or few-cell stages during early development, the
low number of cells of interest make it impossible to use
bulk approaches and thus single-cell assays become the method
of choice. Finally, single-cell multi-omic assays allow for the
assessment of the complicated regulatory relationships between
various levels of the epigenome at an accuracy and resolution
level not possible with bulk multi-omics approaches. Therefore,
re-evaluation of these relationships now using single-cell datasets
is expected to provide new functional insights in the field.
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